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28th January 2021 

Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Now we are four weeks in to the current lockdown I wanted to write and thank you for your 
incredible support and to pass on our congratulations to pupils who have been impressing staff in 
school. The engagement in online learning and communication with school has been really 
impressive. Those pupils who are in the building have also impressed us with their behaviour and 
attitude; they are coping with a very unusual version of school. 
 
As a parent myself, I understand how challenging and different to the previous lockdown this is. I am 
concerned about the amount of time both children and teachers are spending in front of computer 
screens, the lack of social interaction, the anxieties surrounding the uncertainty of when we will re-
open fully, the exam results this summer, and the worry about keeping on top of work.  We are 
aware that many young people are struggling. 
 
Wellbeing of our pupils is always our priority, and in times like this more important than ever. I hope 
you have seen the links to support and to our online version of the wellbeing hub that pupils can 
access. Use of Form time, assemblies and individual contact for those who need it has proved 
invaluable. If your child is not yet engaging in daily form time please encourage them to do so. In 
addition if you are worried about your child please get in touch. We can help. 
 
As part of the focus on supporting wellbeing we have been reviewing the delivery of online learning 
this week. I am really conscious of balancing the DfE requirements to provide a minimum of 5 hours 
learning per day, keeping pupils engaged and interested without overwhelming them, meeting the 
needs of parents, ensuring pupils are not falling behind and are challenged academically, and the 
hours spent on-screen. It is a minefield! There is no perfect solution that will suit all families. 
 
However, feedback from a number of pupils (particularly in Year 11 and 13) suggests that in some 
cases we have not had the balance completely right in the last few weeks. So we are making some 
changes, and want to clarify what you should expect your child to experience: 
 
1. Quality not quantity is the most important aspect of all work completed – particularly in exam 

classes. The changes to exams are not finalised but we know the full content is not expected to 

be covered, so staff will be setting fewer assignments in the hope that pupils will spend more 

time on tasks and complete them to a higher standard.  

2. Homework: This will not be set for pupils in Years 7, 8 and 9, although if pupils miss a lesson 

they will need to catch up outstanding assignments. In years 10, 11, 12, 13 homework will only 

be set where tasks started in lessons need completing, or for pre-reading for the next lesson. 

Homework if set, will wherever possible, avoid further screen use. Additional homework tasks 

will only be set in exceptional circumstances.  

3. We are aware a number of Year 11 and Year 13 students are worried that every piece of work is 

currently being collected as evidence for grades. So we would like to reassure them that it is fine 
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to hand in work that contains errors or needs improving: The best way for teachers to help 

children progress is to see their errors and support them with ways to improve. 

4. Time allocated to assignments: Realistic deadlines will be given, so pupils are not panicking 

about completing work on the same day it is set.  

5. Live Google Meet sessions will not necessarily take place every lesson; teachers will sometimes 

set up work in a Google meet and allocate the next lesson to completing a task, or use the final 

lesson of a week to catch up on all outstanding work. Unless they are supervising pupils in 

school, teachers will be available online to answer questions and provide support at normal 

lesson times.  

6. Assignments: These will be limited to one or two a week per subject, depending on the number 

of lessons and year group. 

7. Feedback: Pupils should not expect all tasks/assignments to be marked in detail; some feedback 

will be given verbally to the whole class in a Google meet or in a message in Classroom. More 

detailed marking will be limited to key tasks or assessments. This is in line with our usual 

marking policy. 

8. No screen time session: You may have seen on social media or in messages to pupils that there 

is a ‘no-screen’ rule for the final lesson of the week. Friday period 6 should be spent away from a 

computer and phone. Pupils are encouraged to go for walk, take part in a creative activity, read 

a book, etc. Teachers will be providing ideas and there is even a competition coming to 

encourage creative use of this time.  

As I said above, there is no perfect balance, but we hope this plan will get us closer to the right one. 
We will continue to monitor this and make further changes if needed.  
 
It would appear that, Boris Johnson has today indicated schools will not be returning before 8th 
March, and that this date is only conditional on circumstances improving. This means we find 
ourselves looking at further weeks of online learning. With this in mind we would like to plan 
another opportunity for pupils in all year groups to have a 1:1 catch up meeting on Google Meet 
with their Form teachers. This will take place on Friday 12th February and normal lessons will be 
replaced with catch up time, mindfulness and wellbeing activities, so it is a ‘virtual drop down day.’ 
More details will be shared nearer the time, and I am sure I will need to write to you again before 
then! 
 
In the meantime, do continue to get in touch if you have any observations, worries or questions at 
all. Thanks again for the messages of thanks you have sent, and your on-going support which has 
overwhelmed us all. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 

 
 
Jo Griffiths 
Headteacher 
Jgriffiths@aldergrange.com  
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